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1.  In t roduct ion  
Under R-K order we mean the Rudin-Keisler order on ultrafilters (types of ultrafilters) 
on discrete spaces (see [8]). 
We deal with a problem of constructing points in/~v incomparable under R-K order. 
In [5] K. Kunen proved the existence of incomparable under R-K order uniform ul- 
trafilters on r. In fact, K. Kunen proved there the existence of T" pairwise incomparable 
under R-K order eountably incompleted r +-good ultrafilters in fly. 
In [6] K. Kunen proved the existence of 2`0 pairwim incomparable under R-K order 
c-OK-points  in flw. 
We prove (Theorem 3.1) the existence of pairwise matrix points. From this theorem 
for example, follow: 
- the existence of 2 `0 pairwise incomparable under R-K order matrix points (which 
are we~ p-points) in flw, 
- the existence of 2 ~ pairwise incomparable under R-K order 0-points, which are 
weak p-points in/3w, 
- the existence of 2`0 pairwise incomparable under R-K order O-points, which are not 
weak p-points in flw, 
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- the existence of 2 ~" pairwise incomparable under R-K order 2r-7 - matrix points 
(which are weak p-points) in U(7"). 
2. Preliminaries 
We denote by a, /3, -c ordinal (cardinal) numbers, and also discrete spaces of the 
corresponding cardinality. 
By [A] we denote the closure of a set A. 
By/37. we mean the Stone-Cech compactification f a discrete space 7., U(7.) (R(7.)) 
is the set of uniform (regular) ultrafilters in/3r. 
If r /=  {A} is a family of sets A C -r, then A* = [A]~- \ T, r/* = {A*}. 
For a mapping f : 7- --+ T, /3f :/3T ~ /37" is the Stone-(~ech extension of f.  
The Rudin-Keisler preorder [8] ~< on ultrafilters means the following: ~ ~< (~ for 
~, ~ E/37-, iff there is a mapping f : T ~ 7- such that ( =/3 f ( ( ) .  
The way of using independent families for constructing incomparable ultrafilters was 
demonstrated by K. Kunen in [5]. 
Let us regard some definitions. 
Definition 2.1 (see [1,6]). An indexed family {Aoa: a E I ,  /3 E J} of subsets of T is 
called an independent l -d  matrix on 7-, if: 
(a) for distinct a l , . . .  ,an E I, and all/3t . . . . .  /3n ~ J, I r'l{A,,,a,: i ~< n}l = 7-; 
(b) if ~t,/32 E J are distinct and a E I. then [A,~, M A,~;~.[ < w. 
An independent matrix {A,~;~: a E I,  /3 E Or} on 7- generates an independent matrix 
{A~;3: a E I, /3 E J} in 7-* --/37- \ 7". 
Definition 2.2 [2,3]. A point ~ E 7-* = /37" \ 7- is called an I-d-matrix point for an 
independent I -d  matrix A = {Ao2: a E I ,  /3 E d}, if for any sequence F = {U*: i E 
t~} of neighborhoods of ~ in 7-* there is B(F)  C_ I, IB(_F')] < III. such that 
~CE [U{A,7.,,;~, NUi*: i E ¢a}] ,
where {o~i: i E w} c_ I \ B (F)  are distinct and {/3,: i E w} C_ d. 
Note, that 2w-2 ~ matrix points for an independent 2w-2 ' '  matrix on o., (see [2,3]) and 
2~'-'r matrix points for an independent 2~'-7" matrix on 7-, 7- > w (see [41), are weak 
p-points. 
Definition 2.3. We say that a family A = {C} of subsets of 7"* agrees with an inde- 
pendent I - J  matrix {A*;;  a E I, ,~ E J} in 7"*, if for any finite A' c_ A, distinct 
a t , . . .  ,a,, E 2 ~" and all/31,...  ,/3,~ E 7" the following is true: 
N{c:  C E A'} r3 {A~,/~ : i <~ n} M U(7") # O. 
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Definition 2.4 [7]. An ultrafilter ~ E /3w is called a O-point, if for every permutation 
f :w  --+ ~v there is a set A E ~ such that d( f (A) )  = O. 
3. Main result 
Theorem 3.1. For every independent 2~-d matrix (IJI ~ 2) there are at least 2 ~ pairwise 
incomparable matrix points in U (v). 
Proof. Let A = {A~;~: a E 2 ~', /3 E J} be an independent matrix on 7-, Idi >/2, and 
A* = {A~,~: a E 2 ~', /3 E or} be a corresponding matrix in 7-* =/3r  \ 7". Fix the first 7- 
indices a of 2 ~- of the matrix A: Ii = {a: a < 7-}, and for every a E I i  fix two sets 
A,~,,, and A,,~ (/3o ¢/31). 
Let F = {qo} be a set of mappings ~p:Ii --+ {0, 1 }. For every ~o E F let ~ = 
{ 4,~;~o>: a E 11 }. The system ~ has f.i.p. The cardinality of the family {~:  ~ E F} 
is 2 r and for distinct cpl and ~2 there are elements of ~ and ~_, whose intersection is 
empty or fnite. 
Let F x F x 7-T be Cartesian product, whose elements are triples (qal, ~z, f ) ,  where 
cpl,qo2 E F,  f E 7-~'. Index elements, for which first two coordinates ~ol and qo2 are 
distinct, by numbers 3': 7- ~< 3' < 2r- Index the set of all infinite subse~ of 7- as 
{w~: 7- ~< 3' c 2~}, w~ = 7-. 
By induction for each 3' E 2 ~" and ~o E F choose a set Z~ and a set B~ c 2 r such that: 
(a) ~ = {Z~: 3' 6 2 ~-} is a filterbase of an ultrafilter on 7-, containing , / i ;  
<b) IBE \ U{B~: 3' < ~}1 <. ,  for all 6 E 2 r, and B~ C B~, if & <~ ~'; for every 
3' ~ 2 ~ and ~ ~ F let Z'~ be the family of sets of the form 
U {A*,r~, n (Z~)*: i ~ w}, 
where {a,: i E w} c 2 ~" \ B~ are distinct, {/3,: i E w} C_ 7- and 3', ~ 3' (i E w); 
(c) for all 6 E 2 ~" the family U{s-t :  3' ~< 6} u {(Z~)*: 7 ~< 6} agrees with the matrix 
{A~,z: c~ e 2 ~" \ B~, /3 • J}; 
(d) ultrafilters, generated by ~ '  and ~-'  are noncomparable for distinct ~ and ¢P2. 
The construction of ~ (to ~ F)  is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.4 from [4]. 
Therefore here we will discuss in detail only those points of the proof, which are special 
for this case. 
So, for every ~ E F and "I, < r let Z~ = A-~;]~ and B~ --- {~ ~< 3'}- For all ~ ~ F 
let Z~- = W~- = 7-, Br  = {~ < 7-}. 
Let for 6 E 2 a sets Bff and Z~ have been chosen for all 7 < ~ and ~p ~ F. 
Define (B')ff = U{Bff: 3' < ~}. 
For W~ there is a family K~ C_ 2 ~" such that 
U {~:  3' < ~} u {(z~)': 3' < ~} u (iv;} 
or 
U{z~:  3' < ~} u{(z~)' :  3' < ~}u{r ' \w ;}  
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agrees with the matrix 
{a~,~: ae2  ~' \ ( tD'  '),~ UK~) ,  /3E J}.  
In the first case we define Z'~' = W6, otherwise Z f  = 7-\ W6, and let/3~" = (B')}' 13 K~,. 
By the same arguments as in [4] we can prove that {(Z~)*: 3' < ~} tO {(Z~')*} and 
{B~: ~ < 6} O {Bff} satisfy (c). 
Now let us consider a triple (~Yl, W2, f )  which has number & For all ~2, which are not 
equal to c21 and ~2, let 
Now we ensure that ~"  # ~3f(~'-') for the map f.  Let 
,j, = ~z; ' , : -y  <,~} u {2t '}  
and 
b, = {n~:  -y < 6} u {~,}  (i = l, 2). 
Let a ~ E T \ (bl U b2),/3' E J .  Note that A,,j~,, as well as r \ A,,,,~,. has the property: 
O: U {A~',,~¢,} and r/~" U {7-\ A.,/~,}* agree with the matrix 
{A;,,~: ,~E2T\ (b ,U{c~'}) ,  ~E, I}  ( i=1 ,2) .  
There is a finite set K~ such that 
U{XL~-': 5<~}u{(Z~- ' ) * :  " t<3}U( (2~' - ) *n(T \ f - ' (a , , , r ) ) * )  or 
U{£'~-,: .~ < ~} u {(z~,-,)*: .~ < ~} u ((.zff-')* n ( f - ' (A . ,a , ) ) * )  
agree with the matrix {A'a: c~ e T" \ (b2 U K~),/3 E J}. 
One can prove this in the same way as for Wa ¢see [4]). In the first case let 
Z~' =Z~'na ,e~, ,  Z~"=Z~' -~( r ' \ f - ' (m. , , r ) ) ,  
otherwise let 
Z ~' = 2~-" ~ (r  \ Ao,,r),  Z~-" =Z~-"Nf - t (A , , ,~ , ) .  
And let Bff ~ = b~ U {¢~t'}. Bff-" = b2 U K~. The step ~ is completed. 
In the same way as in [4] one can prove that the ultrafilter, generated by ~,  is a 
matrix point for the matrix A = {A,~: o~ E 2 ~', /3 • J}. [] 
4. Corollaries 
Now. using some independent matrices, we can get the following results. 
In [2.31 it was proved that there are matrix points |br an independent 2~-2 ~ matrix on 
w (which are weak p-points in w*). We can prove the tbllowing 
Theorem 4.1. For eve n' independent 2<2 ~' matrL~" on ~a there are at least 2 ~ pairwise 
incomparable matrix points. 
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In [4] it was proved, that there are matrix points for an independent 2r-'r matrix. Now 
we can prove: 
Theorem 4.2. For eve O' independent 2r-'r matrix on "r there are 2 r pairwise incompa- 
rable matrix points in U('r). 
Theorem 4.3. There are independent 2~-'r matrices, for  which there are 2 T pairwise 
incomparable matrix points #z R(r) .  
Using constructions from [31 we get: 
Theorem 4.4. There are 2 ~ pai~3vise #~comparable matrix O-pohzts in w* (they are weak 
p-points). 
Finally, we can prove: 
Theorem 4.5. There are 2 ~ pais~rise incomparable O-points #z ~:*. which are not weak 
p-points. 
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